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Introduction 

 

This appendix is a compilation of magical games developed over a span of three years in 

relation to Andromedan magic.  This magic is a part of Risteri magic, which is the generic name 

for all the new magic I have channelled since December 2016.  Most of these games were 

incorporated into systems of magic called Emergentus and Lanterum.  They consist of board 

games, chess, marble, card and role play games.  All these games are designed to be played alone 

as well as with an opponent or in a group; solitary players can play and enjoy them.  Both adults 

and children can play these games. 

 

The large volume of content, once compiled, prompted me to name my entire game 

department Magicus.   Magicus is by no means a company, however it helps identify the origin 

and purpose of these games, as well as branding them under Risteri magic.    

 

The Appendix also includes a variety of magical dice, and how to use them in games.  

The dice have symbols, but most have corresponding numerical values.  I hope the games 

provide you with hours of enjoyment and help expand your connection to magic, and to other 

invisible wonders. 

 

 

 

 

Sabine Blais 

Magicus Games  

December 22, 2020 
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Athonga – Board game 

 

 

The Magicians’ Circle  

(1 – 6 players) 

 

This game uses two Topaz or Lanterum dice; it also uses a deck of 24 cards.  On the board, there 

is one space in the center for a pile of 24 cards; there are also different icons at the center of the 

deck.  The icons are the poppy flower, a question mark, a magical candle, and another question 

mark (clockwise).  A maximum point score of 250 wins the game.  A person can play it alone, or 

it can be played in a group.   

 

Each player should have a pawn of a different colour to represent themselves on the game board.  

All players begin at the start square (see board image).  Players must roll two Topaz or Lanterum 

magical dice.   The direction of the movement on the board is always clockwise.  

 

The deck of cards can easily be made by cutting 24 cardboard rectangles of 6 x 9 cm.  Number 

the cards from one to 24 in the deck; you can write the titles on each card for easier interpreting.  

 

 

 

 Meanings of the Symbols on the Board: 

 

Start: where the game starts.  Every time you pass start you earn 20 points.  

 

Quill: move ahead one square. 

 

Water waves: move forward to the storm cloud. 

 

Magic Book: You read a page from a secret magic text.  Discover what appears: roll one dice, 

collect or lose points accordingly. 

 

1 – Arcane spells (earn 15 pts) 

2- Grumpy Ghost (lose 5 pts) 

3- Pick a card -? 

4- Black cat (earn 2 pts) 

5- Witch`s broomstick (earn 5 pts) 

6- Magical snowfall (earn 10 pts) 

  

 

Trumpet: go to the nearest question mark. 

 

Storm Cloud: move back 2 squares and lose 10 points.  

 

Wavy Arrow: Pick one card from the deck. 
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Bowl of incense: Miss one turn (or, roll the dice again if playing alone). 

 

Sword: move ahead 3 squares. 

 

Magic Book (corner): You read a page from a secret magic text.  Discover what appears: Roll 

one dice, collect or lose points accordingly.  

 

1- Magic key (earn 15 pts) 

2- Wizard’s smoking pipe (earn 12 pts) 

3- Sacred symbol (earn 10 pts) 

4- Pick a card -? 

5-Magical cloak (earn 5 pts) 

6- Demon’s curse (lose 10 pts)  

 

Planet: Go to the nearest question mark. 

 

Question mark (?): Mystery spot.  Pick a card. Then, proceed to the start square without 

collecting points.  

 

The Poppy Flower: if you roll the dice and get the double 6’s (value of 12), go to the poppy 

flower at the centre of the board.  Roll the dice again; multiply the numerical value of the dice by 

10, and collect that amount of points.  Next turn, proceed to Start without collecting points.  

 

The Magical Candle: if you roll the dice and get the double 4’s (value of 8), go to the candle at 

the centre of the board.  Roll the dice again; multiply the numerical value of the dice by 10, and 

collect that amount of points.  Next turn, proceed to Start without collecting points. 

 

 

Athonga Cards: 

 

There are the 24 cards. 

 

 

1. Magic Sword: go to Start, collect points and play again. 

 

2. Magic Potion: you are given powers to use blunt force as a means of defence.  You earn 10 

points.  

 

3. A Giant Spider blocks your path. Lose 10 points.  

 

4. Wizard’s Laboratory: Go to the candle, follow instructions. 

 

5. MAGIC POWER: You have superhuman strength (earn 15pts) 

 

6. MAGIC POWER: You can see through walls (earn 10 pts) 
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7. MAGIC POWER: You are able to levitate objects (earn 20 pts) 

 

8. MAGIC POWER: You have mastered the transfiguration of objects (earn 25 pts). 

 

 9. WIZARD COMBAT: You must fight off an attacking Goblin.  Roll the dice to determine the 

outcome of the skirmish. 1- Total defeat resulting in death; lose all your points.  2- Severe injury 

with fall, lose 20 points. 3- Injured but standing, lose 10 points.  4- Standoff, neither wins; go 

back to Start without collecting points. 5- Standoff, the Goblin retreats, earn 10 points; 6- You 

defeat and overthrow the Goblin, earn 20 points. 

 

10. WIZARD COMBAT: You must defend yourself against a Mountain Troll. Roll the dice to 

determine the outcome of the fight.  1- Total defeat resulting in death; lose all your points.  2- 

severe injury with fall, lose 20 points. 3- Injured but standing, lose 10 points.  4- Standoff, 

neither wins; go back to Start without collecting points. 5- Standoff, the Troll retreats, earn 10 

points; 6- You defeat and overthrow the Troll, earn 20 points. 

  

11. ENCHANTMENT: this spell grants protection for certain places.  Roll the dice and collect 

points for the protection you provide.  1- a barn (2 pts); 2- a stable full of horses (5 pts); 3- a 

house (10 pts); 4- a castle estate with vineyards (15 pts); 5 – a small village (20 pts); 6- an entire 

region (25 pts). 

 

12. ENCHANTMENT: You have the ability to manifest fireflies.  Earn 10 points. 

  

13. WIZARD COMBAT: You are attacked by a moving tree in the forest.  Roll one dice to pick 

your defence, collect points accordingly. 1- an axe (2 pts); 2- a sword (5 pts); 3- a word spell (8 

pts); 4- invisibility (10 pts); 5- flame throwing (12 pts); 6- projectile fireballs (15 pts). 

 

14. WIZARD COMBAT: You are warding off an attack from the undead.  Roll one dice to use 

the necessary magical defence. Collect or lose points accordingly.  1- a stick (lose 10 pts); 2- a 

knife (lose 5 pts); 3- throw water (lose 2 pts); 4- a magical talisman (earn 5 pts); 5- a magic 

sword (earn 10 pts); 6- throw fireballs (earn 15 pts).  

 

15. Magic Hat: you pull a prize from your hat; roll both dice, add the numbers and collect 

accordingly.   

 

16. Herbs and Plants: Work with herbal magic and brew some recipes.  Go to the Poppy Flower, 

follow instructions.  

 

17. Invisibility: You need to hide in the forest from approaching Goblins. Miss your turn.  

 

18. POTION: You drink the potion for shapeshifting. Roll one dice to determine what you have 

changed into.  Collect or lose points accordingly.   1- a werewolf (lose 10 pts); 2- a frog (lose 5 

pts) 3- a rabbit (earn 2 pts); 4- a goat (earn 5 pts); 5- a cat (earn 10 pts); 6- a raven (15 pts). 
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19. POTION: You have learned the recipe for a fire walking potion, which enables you to walk 

through flames without burning.  Roll one dice to determine the outcome, collect or lose points 

accordingly.  1- Severe injury resulting in death; lose 20 points.  2- severe burns with fall, lose 

15 points. 3- Injured but standing, lose 10 points.  4- You’ve made the wrong potion, lose 5 

points; 5- You are safe but unable to get across, earn 5 points; 6- You successfully get across, 

earn 15 points.   

 

20. Your magic is attracting the Fairies’ attention.  You earn 5 points. 

 

21. A Giant Spider blocks your path. Lose 10 points.   

 

22.  You get lost in the catacombs inside the castle.  Miss your turn.  

 

23. You befriend Gnomes in the forest. They grant you a gift.  Roll one dice to determine what it 

is.  Collect points accordingly.  1- an acorn (5 pts); 2- a healing potion (10 pts); 3- a pet fox (12 

pts); 4- a barrel of gnomish beer (15 pts); 5- 20 loaves of bread and cookies (20 pts); 6- a sachet 

of 25 gold coins (25 pts).   

 

24. You have the ability to dematerialize or make objects vanish. Roll one dice and multiply that 

number by two, to collect points.    
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The Athonga Game Board 

The Magician’s Circle 

 

1 – 6 Players 

Uses two Topaz or Lanterum dice. The game uses 24 cards. Maximum points: 250. 

 

 

 

 

Athonga Board Game 2020 

 

 
  

 

 

 

© Sabine Blais 

November 2020 
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Brafous 

 

Magical and Mythical Creatures  

(1 – 6 players) 

Brafous is a magical board game that focuses on shifting energies and dimensions, and general 

changes.  The game consists of frequent changes in modes and sets of rules, which is reminiscent 

of the frequent changes in energy encountered in magic.  This game uses two magical dice; it 

also includes a deck of 18 cards.  You can make the cards with pieces of paper or cardboard and 

write down their respective titles and numbers (from 1 to 18) on them.  

On the board, there is a space in the center for a pile of 18 cards.  The central icons consist of an 

Eye, a Cup or Chalice, a Cauldron, and Stars (clockwise).  

12 poker chips are used to play Brafous.  There should be a different colour of chip for each of 

the central icons on the game board, arranged into separate piles.  Each player needs to have sets 

of three poker chips on each of the four icons.   Each time a player lands on a central icon, he/she 

picks up a poker chip.  

Note: while switching modes from the central icons, you cannot return to the centre icons again 

for the next three turns.  

There is a maximum score of 200 points in order to win the game.  Or, the first player who 

obtains three identical poker chips wins the game.  

 

 Meanings of the symbols: 

Shooting star: go to the Eye, collect a poker chip; then, proceed to start and collect 15 points.  

Change modes for the next three turns.   

Symbol that looks like a 4: Go the Cauldron and drink the magic potion; collect a poker chip.  

Proceed to start without colleting points, miss a turn (roll dice again if playing alone). You then 

change modes for the next three turns.  

Upper arrow on the board: go backwards two squares, lose 15 points. 

Moon crescent: Pick a card and obtain a message. 

Ring: Great wealth comes to you. Play twice. 

Plus sign: Pick a card.  Obtain a message.  

Lower arrow on the board: Move forward four squares. 

Volcano: The power of the volcano is surging. Pick a card and earn 10 points. 
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The Wand: The magic wand advises you to move to the Stars. Collect a poker chip.  Proceed to 

start (without collecting points) and switch modes for the next three turns.    

Stop sign: Miss your turn (or roll dice again if playing alone). 

Flame: Move to the Cup of immortality.  Pick a card, collect a poker chip.  Then move to 

anywhere on the board (if you go to the start square, do not collect points).  Switch modes for the 

next three turns.  

Start: Earn 10 points each time you pass start, unless otherwise indicated. 

Maximum 200-point score wins the game.  Or, the first player to collect three identical poker 

chips wins.  

 

Brafous – Meanings of the Cards (18): 

 

1. You are lost in the woods – lose 10 points.     

2. Centaur – The Centaur gave you a magic arrow as a gift.  You earn 10 points.   

3. Hippogriff – You are taught a spell for flying.  You attempt your first flight. Roll one dice to 

determine the result.  1-You fall from a height (lose 20 pts); 2- You fly upside down (lose 15 

pts); 3-You crash into trees (lose 10 pts); 4- You cannot lift off the ground (lose 8 pts); 5- You 

float just above the ground (lose 5 pts); 6- You fly successfully in the air (earn 10 pts). 

4. Dragon – You have the ability to tame a dragon.  Roll one dice to determine which one you 

can ride. Collect points accordingly.  1- Blue (5 pts), 2-White (8 pts), 3-Yellow (10 pts), 4-Green 

(12 pts), 5-Brown (15 pts), Red (20 pts).   

5. Griffin – You acquire a magic staff, roll one dice and collect that number of points.   

6. Gnome – Forest Veterinarian: The Gnomes have taught you how to heal animals using a spell.  

Roll one dice to see which animal you have healed. Collect points accordingly: 1- Rabbit (5 pts); 

2- Owl (8 pts); 3- Bear (10 pts); 4- Deer (12 pts); 5- Raven (15 pts); 6-Wolf (20 pts) 

7. Giant Footprints: You discover giant footprints leading to the Giant’s house, you wait for a 

safe retreat.  Miss your turn.   

8. Phoenix – Spirit: you obtain messages from the afterlife.  Roll one dice and find out which 

spirit communicates to you; collect or lose points accordingly. 1-Banshee (lose 10 pts); 2-

Poltergeist (lose 5pts); 3- Earthbound spirit (lose 2 pts); 4- Friendly ghost (earn 2pts); 5- Totem 

animal spirit (earn 5 pts); 6- Spirit guide (earn 10 pts).     

9. Troll – Potion for Invisibility: you are invisible and can go anywhere unnoticed.  Play again.  

10. You have mastered the power of fire.  Go to the flame, do not go to the centre icons.  If 

passing Start, collect 20 points.   
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11. The Centaur asks you a riddle: What has four legs during the day, two legs at night, and 

wings at dusk? Roll one dice to determine your answer.  1- Panther (lose 20 pts); 2- Ghost (lose 

15 pts); 3-Owl (lose 10 pts); 4-Dragon (lose 8 pts); 5-Griffin (lose 5 pts); 6-Vampire (earn 5 pts).  

12. Hippogriff: The Hippogriff is carrying you to the skies; collect 5 points.       

13. Dragon – You have been named the Dragon Fire master. Go to the Volcano, do not pick 

another card.  If passing Start, collect 20 points.   

14. Griffin – You are given a magic crystal ball.  Roll one dice to determine which type of 

crystal it is.  Collect points accordingly. 1- Selenite (15 pts); 2-Rock quartz (12 pts); 3-Amethyst 

(10 pts); 4-Citrine (8 pts) 5- Carnelian (5 pts); 6- Calcite (2 pts)   

15. Gnome – Animals: you have released a fox from a trap.  The Gnomes award you 20 points.  

16. Giant Combat: you must fight against a Giant to protect the Wizard Castle.  Roll one dice to 

determine the outcome of the fight.  Collect or lose points accordingly: 1- Total defeat resulting 

in death; lose all your points.  Return to Start without collecting points. 2- Severe injury with 

fall, lose 20 points. 3- Injured but standing, lose 10 points.  4- Standoff, neither wins, lose 5 

points. 5- Standoff, the Giant retreats, earn 10 points; 6- You defeat and overthrow the Giant, 

earn 20 points.  

17. Phoenix – The Phoenix is arising from its ashes. Miss your turn.   

18. Troll – Potion for Flying: you are given the potion which gives you the ability to fly.  Go to 

the wand and play again; do not go to the central icons.   
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The Four (4) Different Modes in Brafous  

There are four different central icons on the Brafous game board, and each have different 

meanings.  Each icon has three poker chips of different colours per player.  Each player should 

start the game with 12 poker chips. 

Landing on an icon gives you a chip; each of them modifies the rules of the game (or switches to 

a different mode) for the next three turns, for that player only.  Add the values on both dice for 

the next three turns, in all four modes.   

 

The Stars: Protection 

Add the values on both dice for the next three turns.  The stop sign and the backwards arrow 

(upper) are voided; you cannot go to any central icon in this mode for the next three turns.  The 

Shooting Star: roll one dice to reveal your fate: 1- You are in a dungeon for a month (lose 10 

pts); 2- You retreat in front of a Goblin (lose 8 pts); 3- You are stuck in a haunted forest (lose 5 

pts); 4- You defend a tower against a dragon (earn 5pts); 5- You ride up a mountain to meet a 

Wizard (earn 8 pts); 6- You’re protecting an enchanted forest (earn 10 pts). 

 

The Eye: All-Knowing 

Add the values on both dice for the next three turns.  All the symbols on the board game are 

voided for the next three turns, except: 

Stop Sign: lose 20 points.   

The Symbol that looks like a 4: Pick a card. Do not go back to the central icons while in this 

mode.  

 

The Cup or Chalice: Immortality 

The Chalice influences the dice.  Add the values on both dice for the next three turns. If you get 

double 1’s: you play an extra turn in this mode; Double 4’s: Go back to Start and play this turn 

again (do not collect points); Double 6’s: You earn 10 points.  The stop sign and the backwards 

arrow (upper) are voided.  Do not go back to the central icons while in this mode, for the next 

three turns.  
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The Cauldron: Power 

Add the values on both dice for the next three turns.  Some symbols change their meanings and 

the instructions vary in this mode.   Do not go back to the central icons while in this mode, for 

the next three turns.  The rules change as follows (on the Cauldron icon only): 

The Volcano: Move ahead three squares. 

The Stop Sign: Earn 5 points – don’t miss a turn. 

The Flame: Roll one dice to find your fire magic skill: 1- Create smoke (earn 2 pts); 2- Sparks 

(earn 5 pts); 3- Heat (earn 10 pts); 4- Light a candle (earn 12 pts); 5- Magically light a fireplace 

(earn 15 pts); 6- Light a magical fire anywhere (earn 20 pts).  

Moon Crescent: Proceed to the + sign and earn 5 points. 

 

 
Sabine Blais 

November 26, 2020 

© Centre of Risteri Magic 
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Elfkyr – Board Game Oracle 

 

This game uses 12 cards.  It uses two Lanterum dice; the game board is composed of 6 x 

6 squares.  Players begin at the ‘Start’ square and the movement on the board is always 

clockwise.  The game also requires five crystals which are placed on the central icons on the 

board.  The crystals are: clear quartz, amethyst, carnelian, panoramic jasper and moonstone.  

Each player should have a set of crystals.  

Elfkyr connects one to the visible and the invisible natural worlds.  This game is also an 

oracle, as the cards contain spiritual guidance messages.  This game can be played alone or up to 

5 – 6 players.  The game is for the general public and children can play it.  

The maximum score is 240 points.  A player who reaches 240 points or obtains all five 

crystals (whichever happens first) wins the game.   

In order to play the game, each player must roll both dice and move a pawn through the 

squares of the game board, according to the numerical value from the dice.  Each player should 

have a pawn of a different colour that represents them.   Follow the instructions indicated by the 

icons on the board. 

 

The Icons on the Board 

 

Start: All players begin here with zero points. Collect 20 points every time you pass start, unless 

otherwise indicated. 

The sword: Go to any central icon of your choice; collect a crystal and proceed to start without 

collecting points.  

The tree: Pick a card. 

The broom: Move back one square. 

The three water waves: Miss your turn.  If playing alone: roll the dice again.  

The crystal ball: Move ahead two squares.  

The planets: Pick a card.  
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The Central Icons: 

 

The pyramid: amethyst.  

The fir tree: panoramic jasper. 

The arrow: clear quartz 

The bare tree: moonstone 

The fire: carnelian 

 

Elfkyr – Card Meanings (12): 

1. Go to the pyramid – collect the amethyst crystal and proceed to start without collecting points.  

The pyramid is a very ancient and powerful geometric shape.  It evokes wisdom and universal 

knowledge.  Connect to your personal and inner power. 

 

2. Prosperity is coming to you.  You are entering a phase of abundance and success in business 

and at work.  

3. A friend or someone close to you needs your help.  This is a time to listen and be as supportive 

as you can.  

4. Travel: a meaningful trip is on the horizon.  Traveling will provide a life-changing experience 

and will open your horizons.  

5.  Go to the fir tree; collect the panoramic jasper stone and proceed to start without collecting 

points.  Fir is a tree with strong magical properties; it also evokes winter and the forests of the 

north.  You have a deep connection to forests and wildlife. 

6. Connect with the element of fire.  Burn incense, light a candle, start a campfire or light up the 

fireplace.  Fire in magic brings energy, manifestation and power.  

7. You have a natural ability at practising energy work, magic or communicating with other 

dimensions.  If you are new to energy work, now is your chance to begin by taking a class and 

exploring your hidden abilities.  

8. Go to the arrow; collect the clear quartz crystal and proceed to start.  Collect 20 points.  The 

arrow is pointing towards the planets.  Remain open and attentive to the universe and pay 

attention to any signs and signals. 

9. New friends and acquaintances are entering your life.  Strangers may enter your life but they 

might soon become key support systems in your personal or work life.  
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10. Go to the fire; collect the carnelian stone and roll both dice.  Multiply the numerical value of 

the dice by 10 and collect the resulting points. Then, proceed to start without collecting points.  

11. Go to the bare tree; collect the moonstone and proceed to start without collecting points. This 

tree has no leaves because it’s in late fall or early spring.  Like the passing seasons, this is a time 

of change and transition; be patient with the process.  

12. You need to shield and protect yourself at this time.  Block any negative energy that comes 

your way.  Work with crystals, protection spells and other magical /energy tools in order to 

shield your personal energy and surroundings.   

 

The Elfkyr Game Board  

 

 

 

Sabine Blais 

November 26, 2020  
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Genbril – Board Game 

 

 

 

 Dragon Quest (1 – 6 players) 

 

The board game Genbril is magical and is focused on attracting wealth, prosperity and 

abundance.  Genbril is very elemental and focuses on the element of fire. The game also allows 

one to connect to the energy of dragons in an interactive way.  

 

Description of the Game Board: 

 

This game uses two dice and one 8D polyhedral dice – the 8D dice is only used on the Dragon’s 

den at the center of the board. Use the two cubical dice to move throughout the game.  There are 

ten (10) cards used in the game; they are placed in a pile next to the board.  The icons are a 

dragon, a volcano, a wood fire and a sword on the board (clockwise).  Crystals are required to 

play Genbril: carnelian, red jasper, citrine, iron pyrite and fire agate.  These crystals are placed 

on each of the central icons on the board game.  Players must collect one of each crystals to win 

the game, or a maximum score of 200 points.  

 

Each player must have a complete set of five crystals on the board in order to play.  There should 

be as many crystals as there are players.  If you do not have any crystals, you can use others 

objects on the board as an alternative, such as poker chips, chess pawns or coins.  

 

On the board, there are four sets of three (3) stepping stones, each leading to the dragon’s den in 

the center of the board.  You need pawns of different colours to move on the game board.  Begin 

playing the game from the Start square; the direction of movement on the board is clockwise.  

 

Maximum points score of 200, or acquiring a complete set of the crystals wins the game.  

 

 

 Meanings of the symbols: 

 

Start: this is where the game begins. Every time you pass start, you earn 20 points.   

 

Crystal ball: go to the dragon. Pick one card; take the carnelian stone from the board.  Then 

proceed to start without collecting points.  

 

Waves of water: move to the first stepping stone toward the dragon’s den.  You can bypass the 

den and move in any direction. You cannot go backwards. 

 

Wind with face: move ahead two squares. 

 

Fire: move to the volcano. Pick one card; take the red jasper stone from the board. Then move 3 

stepping stones in any direction from the dragon’s den.  
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Oak leaf: go to the wood fire in the center of the board. Pick one card, take the citrine crystal.  

Then proceed to start without collecting points.   

 

Broom: go to the sword. Pick one card. Take the iron pyrite crystal from the centre of the board. 

Then proceed to start without collecting points.  

 

Wand: Dragon Quest: you have the power of the wand to face the Dragon Quest. Go straight to 

the den.  Roll the 8D dice to determine the outcome. Take the fire agate crystal from the board, 

collect or lose points according to the outcome.   

 

 Sunrise/Sunset: miss your turn, or roll the dice again if playing alone. 

 

 

* Each time you pass ‘Start’; you earn 20 points.  

 

 Dragon Quest: the stone at the centre of the board is the Dragon’s den.  Roll the 8D dice to 

determine the outcome, collect or lose points according to the outcome of your fate.  Take the 

fire agate stone from the board. Then go back to Start without collecting points.   

 

1- Treasure chest: you win a cash prize; you earn 20 points. 

2- Karmic debt: you must return one crystal to the centre of the board.  

3- Magic ransom: collect 5 points from each player.  All players lose 5 points; if playing alone, 

you earn 5 points. 

4- Runestones: you benefit from magic runes, earn 5 points. 

5- Fire pit: you fall into the fire, lose 10 points. 

6- Dragon prophecy: you have fulfilled your mission, earn 15 points. 

7- Ghost ship: you encounter a ghost ship and a ghostly crew of mariners, lose 10 points.   

8- Volcanic precipice: the end of Time. Lose 15 points.   

 

 

On the second (or middle) stepping stone, you lose 5 points.  Once you are on the stepping 

stones, you cannot go backwards.  

 

A Maximum score of 200 points wins the game.  

 

 

Crystals of the Centre Icons: 

 

Volcano: Red jasper 

 

Wood fire: Citrine 

 

Sword: Iron pyrite 

 

Dragon: Carnelian 
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Dragon’s Den: Fire agate 

 

 

 

Genbril Cards meanings (10): 

 

 

1. DRAGON FIRE: you have mastered the skill of creating Exploding fireballs. Collect 20 

points. Then go back to Start without collecting points.   

 

2. DRAGON FIRE: you have learned how to create illusions using Smoke. Collect 10 points.  

Then go back to Start without collecting points.   

 

 

3. DRAGON FIRE: You can hypnotize others using a Dragon’s Charm spell. Collect 5 points.  

Then go back to Start without collecting points.   

 

4. DRAGON FIRE: You maneuver fire to the level of expertise of a wizard Flame thrower. 

Collect 15 points.   Then go back to Start without collecting points.   

 

 

5. Magic Sword: The sword is a powerful magical tool and grants you invisibility.  Go around 

the board to the Start square, and collect 20 points.  

 

6. Dragon Slayer: You answer the Dragon’s call.  Move to the nearest path towards the Dragon’s 

den, to the first stepping stone.  If you later bypass the Dragon’s Den, you can go in any 

direction.  

 

 

7. Wyvern: The Wyvern is a two-legged dragon with wings.  Go to the sunrise/sunset square in 

order to avoid it. Miss your turn.   

 

8. Firewalker: The firewalker can walk into flames unharmed.  Move ahead three squares from 

where you are.  You can use the stepping stones.  

 

 

9. Raven Card: Roll one dice to discover the powers you have gained from Raven magic.   1- 

Shapeshifting (earn 15 points); 2- Create sparks (earn 12 points); 3- Invisibility (earn 10 points); 

4- Talk to animals (earn 8 points); 5- Create wind (earn 5 points); 6- Attract rain (2 points).  

Then go back to Start without collecting points.   

 

10. The Salamander: You encounter the salamander, who can alter your powers.  Roll one dice, 

and collect or lose points accordingly. You now can: 1- Magically light a fireplace (earn 10 

points); 2- Dry objects using a spell (earn 5 points); 3- Manifest smoke (earn 2 points); 4- 

Confuse/disorient people (lose 2 points); 5- Produce a foul burnt smell (lose 5 points); 6- Burn 

houses, valuable objects (lose 10 points).  Then go back to Start without collecting points.     
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Genbril Board Game.  

 

 

Genbril Board Game with Crystals.  
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The Dice.  
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CARD GAMES 
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Efasta (Card Game) 

 

 

This game is played with Magical Cards.  Alternatively, you can play this game with a regular 

playing card deck. For 1 to 5 players. 

 

Suit equivalencies: wands = diamonds; swords = spades; cauldrons = hearts; stones = clubs. 

 

Each player gets three cards and can look at them.  The rest of the deck is placed face down on 

the table.  The card at the top of the deck is turned over and placed next to the deck. 

 

Each player must put down a card that matches the centre card by numerical value.  If the player 

does not have that card, they must find two cards that add up to that numerical value.  A player 

cannot put down more than two cards at once.  

 

 

Example: the top card is an 8.  The players must put down an 8.  If they cannot, they can put 

down two 4’s, a 5 and a 3, etc.   Players can also put down cards that have a higher sum value 

than 12, and add those numbers (only for numbers over 12). 

 

 

Example: the top card is an 8.  The player can put down a 9 and an 8; the sum value is ‘17’.. 1 + 

7 = 8.  

 

If a player puts down two cards of a same numerical value, the number changes to the top card 

only.  Example:  two 2’s means that the new number value to play is 2. 

 

Once a pair of cards with different numerical values are put down, the required number value 

remains; simply continue playing.  Example: you put down a 7 and an Ace, to make 8.  The 

number to play remains 8.  

 

If a player puts down a single wands card, they can change to any number they choose. 

 

The player who has no cards left wins the game. 

 

If the player(s) has no card(s) to put down, he/she must pick a card from the deck until they have 

a card or card(s) to put down. 

 

Two sword cards put down together change the number – subtract the two cards and it changes 

to that.  Example:  8 swords – 3 swords = 5 
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Two cauldron cards put down together change the number – multiply the cards and it changes to 

that.  If the amount is a number higher than 12, divide by either value on one of the cards. 

 

Example: 2 cauldrons x 3 cauldrons = 6 

 

9 cauldrons x 10 cauldrons = 90 (higher than 12) 

 

90 / 9 = 10. 
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CHESS 
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Andromedan Chess 

For One or Two Players 

 

 

Andromedan chess is a wonderful and different way of connecting to magic. The game has a 

strategic component like conventional chess.  This chess game can be played alone and does not 

require an opponent.  

 

 

TWO PLAYERS 

 

Moving the Pieces on the Chess Board (Conventional Chess Rules): 

 

Pawn (8): They move one square forward. They can move ahead one or two squares initially.  

They eliminate pieces diagonally, moving forward one square only. 

 

Horsemen (2): They move in an L shape: two squares forward and one square right or left, in any 

direction. The horseman can move backwards, and jump over other pieces.  

 

Bishop (2): They move diagonally, forward or backwards. 

 

Rook (2): They only move forward, backwards and sideways, in a straight line. 

 

Queen (1): She can move in any direction. 

 

King (1): He moves only one square, in any direction. 

 

 

Position of the Figures on the Andromedan Chess Board: 

 

 

  P P 

       P               P 

          B P      P B 

         P R     K    H H   Q    R P 

 

P = Pawn 

B = Bishop 

Q = Queen 

R = Rook 

H = Horsemen 

K = King 
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Positions of the pieces at the beginning of the chess game.  

 

 
 

 

The objective of the game is to capture the king.   

 

You need red and black poker chips to play this game.  They indicate how to move your pawns 

on the chess boards.  You pull a chip from a hat or pouch, every time you play.  The colours red 

and black indicate different sets of rules. 

 

 

RED: you move the pieces as in the conventional chess game; however in this mode, the pieces 

do not eliminate one another from the board. 

 

 

 

BLACK:  In this mode, the pieces convert to a different value and move differently: 

 

Pawns (8): 

They can move backwards only, one or two squares.  They eliminate diagonally backwards. 

 

Horsemen (2): 
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They move straight three squares, forward or backwards.  They can’t jump; however, they can 

eliminate other pieces off the board. 

 

Bishop (2): 

They move sideways three squares, either way; they can eliminate other pieces off the board. 

 

Rook (2): 

They do a longer ‘L’ movement, three squares forward and one square left or right.  They can 

also move backwards; they can jump over other pieces and eliminate pieces off the board. They 

can do the ‘L’ shape in any direction. 

 

Queen (1): 

She can move in any direction, as in the conventional chess game.  It can capture other pieces off 

the board. 

 

King (1): 

He can move one square only, in any direction.  It can capture other pieces off the board. 

 

Note: The Queen and King cannot remove pieces off the board in red mode.  

 

Additional Remarks: 

 

In Black’ mode, the pieces can remove others off the board as in conventional chess. 

You must pull a chip before making any move on the chess board.   

 

When playing against an opponent, the layout of the pieces on the chess board is the opponent’s 

mirror reflection (see photos). 

    

When setting the chess pieces on the board, the queen always has the square that represents her 

colour.   
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ONE PLAYER 

 

 

Note: Playing this game alone requires two cubical dice.  

 

If playing this game alone, set the board game for both sides.  Move your own pieces as 

indicated in the Andromedan chess rules.  To move your opponent’s pieces, use the same 

Andromedan chess rules, however switch to Dice Chess rules to move the pieces.  Use two 

numerical dice to move the opponent’s pieces as follows: 

 

1 Pawn 

2 Knight 

3 Bishop 

4 Rook 

5 Queen 

6 King 

 

Using two dice gives you the option of moving either two pieces.  If it is not possible to move 

the pieces legally, then the opponent’s side misses their turn (pass).   Note: in this game, the dice 

values are not added or subtracted.  The two numerical values indicate a choice of either two 

moves. 
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Andromedan Chess Game, one player 
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Emergentus Chess 2020 

 

 

 

For one or two players. 

 

Emergentus Chess is a conventional chess game; however, the rules are modified due to the use 

of two magical dice; use Topaz or Lanterum dice.  This game can be played alone or with an 

opponent.   The chess pieces are moved on the board according to the dice values as follows: 

 

1 Pawn 

2 Horseman  

3 Bishop 

4 Rook 

5 Queen 

6 King 

 

 
 

 

 

Note: A player who rolls doubles (the same number on both dice) may play any legal move.  
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Moving the Pieces on the Chess Board: 

 

Pawns (8): They move one square forward. They can move ahead one or two squares initially.  

They eliminate pieces diagonally, moving forward one square only. 

 

Horsemen (2): They move in an L shape: two squares forward and one square right or left, in any 

direction. The horseman can move backwards, and jump over other pieces.  

 

Bishop (2): They move diagonally, forward or backwards. 

 

Rook (2): They only move forward, backwards and sideways, in a straight line. 

 

Queen (1): She can move in any direction. 

 

King (1): He moves only one square, in any direction. 

 

 

 

TWO PLAYERS 

 

Players roll both dice before each turn, and have the option of moving either of the two pieces 

indicated by the dice.  If they are unable to move the pieces legally, they then miss their turn 

(pass).   Note: in this game, the dice values are not added or subtracted.  The two numerical 

values indicate a choice of either two moves.  

 

 

The objective of the game is to capture the opponent’s king. 

 

 

Chess Notes:  

 

All conventional chess rules can apply to this game, including Castling (a player may castle upon 

rolling a 4, 6, or doubles) and En passant (capture of a pawn is possible only if the player rolls a 

1, or doubles, immediately once the opportunity for the en passant capture arises).   

 

Also, if your queen was captured, you can regain it if you get a pawn across the board to the 

other end.   
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ONE PLAYER 

 

If playing alone, set the chess board for two players; roll the dice to move your opponent’s 

pieces.   

 

 

 

Emergentus Chess  
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DICE  
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The Elemental Dice 

 

The Elemental dice is related to the elements of nature; it influences the meanings of the 

numerical dice. The elemental dice is generally used alone, or combined with one of the first dice 

for magical uses.  The elemental dice influences the numerical dice, by adding their meanings 

when using both together, which offers more possibilities for interpretation. The elemental dice 

is never used in board games; it is taught at the second level of Emergentus.  

 

The Elemental dice is a wonderful divination tool that offers a multitude of meanings and 

answers to everyday life.  It also serves a guide and offers advice in our magical or personal 

practice.  

 

 

 

 

Elemental Dice - meanings of the symbols: 

 

1. The star:  

The element of air: this symbol focuses on the mental and intellectual aspect of an issue.  It also 

encourages one to see the philosophical and ideological aspect of magic and energy work. It 

focuses and learning, teaching, reading and acquiring power through knowledge.   

When used with the first dice: reveals our wisdom, ideas, philosophy. 

 

 

2. The sun:  

The element of fire: This symbol emphasises energy, movement, manifestation and rapid shifts.  

It also represents transformation and eliminating clutter, often in the form of energy. It also 

encompasses our desires, passions and fiery emotions such as anger.  This dice placement signals 

an awakening, an acceleration of things and changes.  Work with fire magic.  

When used with the first dice: accelerates manifestation and reveals our magical potential. 

 

 

3. The eyes:  

Awareness, consciousness:  

this symbols heralds a shift or change in our spiritual beliefs and convictions.  It represents your 

spirituality as a whole, your relationship with the divine and our link to the entire cosmos. This 

symbol also represents the universal aspect of life, our link to other worlds, other dimensions and 

the afterlife.  It entails a spiritual awakening, meditation and a higher level of awareness.    

When used with the first dice: reflects our thoughts about the universe and our spirituality. 

 

 

4. The apple:  

Nature, plants, abundance:  This symbol connects us to all life found in nature.  It relates to the 

natural world, both visible and invisible. This involves plants, trees, animals, and the perpetual 

movements of the changing seasons, the cycle of day and night, as well as moon cycles. This 
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symbols encourages practising with herbal magic and environmental magic. This symbol also 

supports contacts with elemental beings and other nature spirits and custodians.  

When used with the first dice: reveals our growth potential and our relationship with the 

natural world. 

 

 

5. The stone:  

The element of earth: this symbol focuses on grounding and our connection to the ground 

beneath our feet.  This stone symbol links us to the centre of the earth and represents our 

connection to rocks, mountains, volcanoes and caves. It also represents our material life, our 

livelihood, and basic sustenance.  It heralds prosperity, abundance, and acquiring profit in the 

form of housing, money or other material wealth.  This practical aspect reveals our work life and 

the physical mark we leave in this world. This is the symbol of action, labour and work; focus on 

the practical aspect of your magic and physically materializing things.  

When used with the first dice: reveals our actions, or which course of actions to take. 

 

 

6. The water drops:  

The element of water: The rain drop symbol indicates the emotional aspect of an issue.  It 

focuses on relationships, love, friendships and group relationships such as a company or a team. 

This emotional symbol reveals any issues in our emotional states and relationships with others. It 

also includes our family and brings us back to events from our childhood.  This placement 

focuses on healing, reconciliation, forgiveness and releasing trapped emotions or emotional 

energy.  It can help bring closure to a relationship or issue.  Focus on healing spells in your 

magic.   

When used with the first dice: reveals our true emotions and feelings. 
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Emergentus/Topaz Magical Dice 

 

 

The Numerical Dice.  

 

The Numerical dice is more esoteric and spiritual.  It can be used alone, or two or three dice at a 

time as an oracle and for magical purposes.  This dice also has numerical values and is used in 

magical board games.  Only this dice can be used in games.  The dice can also be combined with 

one of the elemental dice for oracles and magical uses. 

 

Numerical dice - Meanings of the symbols: 

 

1. The spiral: orientation, direction.  Also has a numerical value of 1 (move one square). 

2. The letter E’ with the planet: knowledge, education.  Also has a numerical value of 2 (move 

two squares). 

3. The three sprouts rising above the ground: growth, expansion. Also has a numerical value of 3 

(move three squares). 

4. The Berry bush: nature, abundance, health.  Also has a numerical value of 4 (move four 

squares). 

5. The ‘cross’ with a dot: wealth, prosperity.  Also has a numerical value of 5 (move five 

squares). 

6. The wand: healing, magical power.  Also has a numerical value of 6 (move six squares). 

 

Using the Numerical dice in board games: 

 

Two dice are used when playing board games. Use the numerical dice only (the one with the 

spiral).  

 

Using two dice: 

 

If two dice have identical figures, you add up the numbers (doubles the value of one dice). 

 

Examples:  

Two spirals have a value of 2. 

Two letters ‘E’ have a value of 4. 

Two wands have a value of 12. 

 

If two dice have different figures, you subtract the lowest value from the highest. 

 

Examples:  

The wand and the spiral give a value of 5.  

The wand and the ‘cross’ give a value of 1.  
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  The numerical dice.  
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Lanterum 

Magical Dice 

 

There are six symbols on the dice; each has a numerical value from 1 to 6.  The symbols 

resemble some capitalized letters of the alphabet.  This dice is magical and can be used for 

energy purposes and divination, or as an ordinary dice for games, board games, etc.  Each 

symbol on the dice carries a meaning and a particular energy vibration.  

 

1. C – Health, has a numerical value of 1.  It pertains to healing, general health and reveals any 

issues regarding your physical current condition.  It can also relate to a career or practice 

associated with medicine, health care, the healing arts, shamanism and naturopathic/natural 

medicine.  

 

2. A – Spirituality, has a numerical value of 2.  This symbol reveals your spiritual path and any 

activity related to spiritual practice, working with energy and your connection with spirit.  

 

3. X – Emotions, has a numerical value of 3.  This symbol is related to your emotional state and 

any situation around you that may have an impact on you emotionally.   

 

4. U – Work and business, has a numerical value of 4.  This symbol indicates your business, 

work place, employment situation and financial status.  The symbol heralds prosperity and 

success in business.  

 

5. O – Relationships, has a numerical value of 5.  This symbol highlights relationships of all 

kinds, or a particular association with another person.  It can involve two people, a group or a 

community.  

 

6. E – Home, has a numerical value of 6.  This symbol is related to your home, housing status, 

where your live and where you originally come from. It can also relate to personal wealth, 

abundance, and owning property. You might be buying, selling, renting or building a home; it 

could also indicate a permanent move or relocation.  
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The dice can be used alone; you can also use two or three for divination purposes. The symbols 

can be interpreted, or be used for further energy and magical purposes.  

If you are using the dice with a board game, two dice are generally used.  This dice can be used 

as any other dice in games; it adds more energy and meaning to the game.  Each symbol carries a 

numerical equivalent from one to six. 

The numerical value obtained from using two or three dice differs from the common dice.  It 

goes as follows:   

 

Numerical values when using two dice: 

If the values on the dice are different, subtract the lowest value form the highest.  

Example: your roll two dice and you get the U and the C.  This would mean 4 – 1, the value 

obtained is 3.  

 

If the values on the dice are identical, add the values together.  

 

Example: you roll two dice and you get the two A.  This would mean 2 +2, the value obtained is 

4.    
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Numerical values when using three dice: 

When rolling three dice, add the two highest values, and subtract the lowest value from the total 

sum.   

Example: you roll three dice and you get the A, the U and the E.   This means U and E are the 

highest values, you add them.  4 + 6 = 10.  The A is worth 2, subtract 10 – 2, the value obtained 

is 8.  

 

If two dice are identical, add the identical values, and subtract the lowest value from the other.   

In some cases, it is possible that the added sum and the other value are the same; this means it is 

possible to get zero (0) as a numerical value. In a board game, this equates to missing your turn.  

Example: you roll the dice and get two O and the A.  This means you add the two O, 5 + 5 = 10.  

The A is worth 2, subtract 10 – 2, the value obtained is 8.  

Example: you roll the dice and you get two A and the U.  This means you add the two A, 2 + 2 = 

4.  The U is worth 4, subtract 4 – 4, the value obtained is 0. 

   

If all three dice are identical, add all three values.  

 

  

 

 

 

© Sabine Blais 
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Lanterum Dice – The Six Dice Symbols  
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MARBLE GAMES 
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DICE MARBLES – RULES 

 

 

All marble games require a set of 25 marbles (24 players and one shooter).  If there is no 

marble mat indicated, the game requires that you draw a 2 – 5 ft circle on the ground using a 

piece of chalk.  Use the big shooter marble for ‘shooting’.  
 

Dice Marbles 

 

This marble game uses two dice.  It can be either two Lanterum or Topaz numerical dice.  There 

is no marble mat in this game.  Everyone can play this game; it is accessible to the public.  You 

need a set of 24 marbles and a striker (large marble).  

 

How to Play: 

Draw a chalk circle on the ground of at least 2 feet in diameter.  

 

Roll two cubic dice; use the numerical values from the dice to determine how many marbles you 

can put down to play.  Place these marbles anywhere inside the circle.  Each player must roll 

both dice and put down more marbles before playing. 

 

*When using two magical Topaz or Lanterum dice, dice with different numerical values are 

subtracted.  Dice with identical values are added.  

 

Opponents use their striker to try to strike their opponent’s marbles from a distance.   If they 

miss, they miss their turn.  If they hit the marble, they win it and play again.  The player who has 

the most marbles wins.   

 

No points are collected.  
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Marble Dice Game with Topaz dice.  See the Dice Number Chart for numerical values.  
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ROLE PLAY 
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SPELLCASTER - GENERAL GUIDE 

 

 

Welcome to Spellcaster, the first of a series of Role Play Games by Magicus.  A role Play Game 

is an adventure the player undertakes through their character interacting in a different world.  

The adventure can be a quest, an investigation, a difficult task, or simply surviving a series of 

challenges.  These games can be played by 1 to 6 players.  Each game has a cast of four pre-set 

characters that players chose from.  If there are not enough characters for the number of players, 

some players can create their own character, using the enclosed Character Sheet.  

 

In addition to players, there is also a presiding Game Master (GM), who is not a player in the 

game.  The Game Master acts as a referee throughout the game, runs the monsters and Non-

Player Characters (NPC), and keeps the story moving along.   

 

Characters are run by rolling a dice and comparing dice rolls; a regular 6d dice (six-sided) is 

commonly used.  There are different situations that warrant rolling a dice.  For instance, if an 

action has a chance of not succeeding, attribute rolls are compared. In combat, an attack and a 

defense roll are compared.  If a magic spell is used, casting rolls are compared to the difficulty 

(DIF), in order to determine if it succeeds or fails.  The GM will roll the dice on behalf of an 

NPC or a monster.  

 

The Game Master begins to read the story and will invite the adventurers to make an action.  

Scoring is determined by Experience Points (XP) and the Derived Stats.  Each character has five 

different attributes:  Strength (STR), Dexterity (DEX), Resilience (RES), Intelligence (INT) and 

Charisma (CHA). A total of 25 Experience Points is allowed to each character at the beginning 

of a game.  Players determine their character’s attributes and skills, and calculate their Derived 

Stats according to the Game Rules (see Rules).   

 

In this appendix you will find a blank character sheet, the Game Rules for playing, the adventure 

storyline for GM’s, a summary of the four Spellcaster Character profiles, an example of a 

completed Character Sheet with Stats, and a list of Skills and Attributes for your character to 

choose from.  

 

Lists of Non-Player characters and monsters are included in the Index at the end of the 

Spellcaster story, along with their stats and information about spells, etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

Sabine Blais 

December 2020 
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MAGICUS CHARACTER SHEET  

 

Name:      Class:  

Gender:     Race: 

Title:       Armour Class (AC):  

 

 

STRENGTH  Move 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEXTERITY  Agility 

 

 

 

 

 

RESILIENCE  Health 

 

 

 

 

 

INTELLIGENCE Initiative 

 

 

 

 

 

CHARISMA  Spirit  

 

 

 

 

 

 

EQUIPMENT AND POSSESIONS 

 

 

 

 

Experience Points (XP) 

 

Spent  Reserve       Sacrificed 

 

 

 

 

Difficulty Class (DC):  

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARCANE KNOWLEDGE: 
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Role Play Game Rules       Magicus 

 

Pick your character.  You have 25 Experience Points (XP) to spend.  Use them to raise your five 

Attributes or to acquire new skills. 

To raise the skill level by one, spend the number of XP equal to that number.  

 

Example: You want to give a character Persuasion skill at level 2. You need 3 XP (1 for level 1, 2 for 

level 2).    

Skills can only go up to level 3; Attributes can go as high as you like.   Put the unused XP in the Reserve.   

Any earned XP are also placed in the Reserve.  

 

Calculate Derived Stats: Move, Agility, Health, Initiative and Spirit. Add +9 to the XP you have spent on 

the corresponding Attribute.  

Example: I spent 6 XP to get my (RES) up to level 3.  This gives me a Health of 15. This number might 

go down if I get injured into the game.  You can track your current level.  

 

HOW TO PLAY 

Make an Attribute roll: Take the most relevant Attribute, add any skills that apply, add any situational 

modifiers (ranging from -3 to +3).  Add a dice roll (d6).  If you roll a 6 you get a break! You get to roll a 

second time.  

Announce your total; the GM will make an opposed Attribute roll.   If your result is higher, you succeed. 

If your result is lower, you fail. If it is tied: the outcome is mixed, or you succeed at the cost of 1 Health.  

 

COMBAT 

Combat consists of comparing an attack roll and defense roll.   Attack roll: add (STR) + skill and other 

modifiers + dice roll.  

Defense roll: add (STR) + skills and other modifiers for defense + dice roll. 

 If the attack succeeds: attacker makes a damage roll – add (RES) or weapons damage (DAM) + any skills 

or modifiers + dice roll.  

The Damage roll is the same as an Attribute roll. If you get a 6, you roll again.  

The result is subtracted from the defender’s Health.  

 

 

USING A SPELL OR POWER  

How to use a spell or power; make a casting roll: add (INT) + skill level in the power + dice roll.  

The casting roll is opposed by an Attribute roll by the GM, using the spell Difficulty (DIF) Attribute, + a 

dice roll.  

If the spell succeeds, the spell descriptions tells you what happens.  If the spell fails, you lose a number of 

Spirit points equal to the spell or powers DIF.  

You are allowed to sacrifice 1 XP reserved (once per session), to modify any roll by +3 or -3 after the 

fact, even if it was done by a companion or a NPC.  

 

DEATH 

If your Health is 0 or in the negative number, you are near death. Make an Attribute roll, add (RES) + a 

dice roll. The GM will make an opposing roll, using current (DIF) Attribute.  If you fail, start above.  
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SPELLCASTER CHARACTERS 

 

These are the four pre-made characters players chose from in the Spellcaster Role Play game.  

 

 

 

Name: Quickfire    Class: Sorcerer 

Gender:  Male     Race: Mage 

Title: Sorcerer     Armour Class (AC): 3 

 

    
 

 

 

 

Name: Edgar Timeryder   Class: Wizard 

Gender:  Male     Race: Mage 

Title: Alchemist     Armour Class (AC): 1 
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Name: Ron Greycloak    Class: Wizard 

Gender: Male     Race: Mage 

Title: Wizard     Armour Class (AC): 1 

 

 
 

 

 

Name: Starclimber    Class: Wizard 

Gender: Male     Race: Mage 

Title: Wizard     Armour Class (AC): 1 

 

  
 

 

 

 

December 2020 
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SPELLCASTER Storyline 

 

Note: Only the Game Master (who runs the game and NPC’s) should read this text!   

 

There are four ‘premade’ characters for this Role Play game; players pick one and complete the 

stats. 1 – 6 players can play this game, with or without a Game Master. If there are not enough 

characters for all the players, some players may create their own character, using the Character 

Sheet.  Solo players assume the role of the GM.  

 

BACKGROUND 

 

The city of Arguro in nested within the region of Eriozar, South of the foot of Snow Dragon 

mountain.  Arguro is a large metropolis and a major destination for wizards from all over the 

country.  Its streets are busy with shops, wizard markets and inns.  Arguro is renowned for its 

high magic and large wizard population.  There are human common folk as well, who live 

mostly in the city or on farms and sell their products in different parts of town.  

 

In the downtown area of the city there is a clocktower which stands over the prestigious wizard 

University.   People from various parts of Orafrentis come here to study the arcane arts and 

magic.  Tom Feraleyes is the gatekeeper at the entrance of the city near the clocktower.    He and 

other wizards have been noticing some unusual noises coming from underneath the streets in the 

entire part of town.  There was some moaning, growling sounds as well as a foul odour 

emanating from below.  Local sages have detected the presence of a dark energy circulating, 

which envelops citizens in fear and despair. 

 

 

THE INVESTIGATIONS 

 

These reports have been increasing lately, to the point of some local residents reporting strange 

movements inside their homes with noises and voices.  Fear and negativity among citizens have 

been at their peak.  Your party is being asked to investigate these occurrences, with the help of 

the Arguro Guardship and the Order of Wizards of Eriozar.  You are to visit these locations and 

determine what type disturbances there are, and find the cause.  You will be required to use your 

magic and arcane lore to unravel these issues, and possibly protect yourself.  

 

Roll one d6 dice to determine where you begin your investigation. Refer to the Index at the end 

of this section for information regarding secondary Characters (Non-Player).  1- The Dogwood 

Wand, an old tavern in the East end of town. 2- Rosehip Park. 3- Winterwood Castle, in the 

North end of town.  4- The Lightning Shop, on Ulankar street. 5- Inside the Clocktower itself. 6- 

The catacombs of Redridge Castle, in the West end.    

 

*Note to Game Master: Run the demons and giant rats as if they were individual monsters. See 

the Creatures Index below. *    
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1-Inside the Dogwood Wand tavern, the place seems quiet as you enter.  The tavern is open 24 

hours a day, however there are few patrons sitting there at the moment.  A group of bards is 

playing music in the corner. Regis Potholder, the tavern keeper reports some strange lights 

flashing from the ceiling, similar to lightening.  Regis is also the owner, and states that there are 

familiar ghosts in the building, however there are some new and unusual negative presences 

terrifying guests at night.  There are reports of wailing sounds, furniture floating and the piano 

wildly playing by itself.  You walk around the premises, when suddenly an unoccupied chair 

comes sliding towards you very quickly.  You block its movement using blunt force (roll d6 

dice); a table then levitates in the air and is hurdled at you by an invisible attacker.  An invisible 

voice begins cursing at you.  Roll 1 6d dice.  

 

2-You begin visiting Rosehip park area and discover some inconsistent clues. The park is quiet 

in the dark, with the glimmer of magnolia trees and magical lanterns throughout the woods.  You 

detect an evil presence, but there is no visible sign of disturbance.   As you make your way back 

to report to Tom Feraleyes, you hear a loud screeching sound behind you. Trees behind you are 

making a rustling noise as of there were a large animal in the woods behind you.  You turn 

around and see a large demon form materialized in front of you, ready to attack.  The entity has 

red eyes and is sneering at you.  The demon begins to lunge forward.  You send a form of 

defense to deflect the blow of the attack.   Roll 1 d6 dice.      

 

3-You enter Winterwood castle, one of the oldest buildings inside the North end.  You walk 

through the front hall, and don’t notice anything.  The building is for the most part empty.  There 

is an old cleric in the study above who lives there and maintains the building.  As you enter the 

main chamber, a fire is lit in the fireplace.   Then suddenly the entire floor beings to move. 

Strange shapes begin to appear underneath your feet, mostly green in colour.  You hear a hissing 

sound, as if something was in the process of materializing in the room. You look down and find 

yourself standing on hundreds of moving snakes.  The snakes are different sizes, and you find 

yourself unable to walk back across the room.  Roll 1 6d dice for use of a spell.  

 

4-You arrive at the Lightning Shop on Ulankar street, where most of the wizard shops and 

sorcerer merchants run their businesses.  The Lightning Shop is only shop open during the 

nighttime hours, for witches who purchase fresh supplies and ingredients used for magical 

recipes during the early hours of the day.   It is around midnight when you enter the premises and 

madame Pavonov, the head witch and owner, greets you.  She reports finding an unusual item in 

her store that was left behind by a hooded figure.  You inspect it and discover that it is the 

Cursed Knife.  This knife is engraved with a magical symbol that attracts evil; it is also known to 

be poisonous.  Legend says that whoever handles the knife during a full moon can shapeshift into 

an animal but never return to human form.  Also, whoever touches the knife is infected with a 

magical venom that a specific potion can counteract.  Madame Pavanov has the antidote, as well 

some alchemists in town.  You have touched the knife before being told it was poisonous.  Roll a 

6d dice to determine if you are infected and need the potion or a spell (GM will give an opposing 

attribute roll, see spells section below).  

 

5-You enter the University Clocktower which is accessed through the main entrance of the 

university, which is still busy with many young wizards and other students.  Torches are lit 

inside the brick walls.  You go up the staircase to the second floor. There is a bridge that crosses 
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over the main hall to the other side.  You decide to cross it.  As you are halfway, a dark hooded 

figure stands there, staring at you.  You see orange eyes gleaming from underneath the black 

hood.  The hooded figure has mastered the art of teleportation and can appear or vanish at will.  

He is known to be an immortal sorcerer from ancient times, who tries to maintain dominion over 

the world of light. You detect a hostile intention, as the figure is not a mage from the school; the 

hooded figure raises a hand and a burst of flames comes out, directed at you.  You raise you hand 

to prepare for a defense.  Roll 6d dice.  

 

6-The catacombs of the West Redridge Castle are actually more beautiful than the name 

suggests.  The castle is surrounded by vast rose gardens that magically bloom all year round, 

even in winter.  The fragrance is intoxicating. You enter the wooden vestibule and the hall, 

which is lit by magical candles.  You head down the stairs to the ancient catacombs.  It is calm 

and clean.  As you walk you hear a scurrying sound.  Then a large dark animal seems to be 

following you, the size of a very large dog.  Then another appears, until there are three.  You 

snap your fingers to create a lasting spark in the air, and realise that you are surrounded by giant 

rats.  These rats are creatures from the banished Underworld, and have made their way into this 

dimension.  They do not have magical powers, however they feed on feelings of fear and dread.  

They can also prey on human flesh. They are coming closer, preparing for an attack. Roll 6d 

dice.  

 

The party heads back to the outer perimeter of the clocktower to report their findings to Tom 

Feraleyes, who is waiting.  It is now late in the evening and the streets are deserted, except for 

odd horse drawn coach or bus, carrying witches or wizards in the middle of the night.  

 

(*If playing this game in two sessions, you can stop the first session here).  

 

 

THE TUNNELS  

 

Upon your return to the clocktower, Feraleyes is not surprised of the demonic disturbance that is 

now confirmed.  What disturbed him was the size of the demon encountered, the ritual knife and 

the hooded figure.  The party decides to continue their search for more signs of these creatures, 

in the underground tunnels.  Tom decides to accompany the group, since he knows the building 

well, and to add magical support. The underground tunnel is dark, and echoes with an eerie 

wailing sound.   Tom conjures a cold flame to light a torch. 

 

The party agrees to split in two teams. One will sweep the West side, the other will search the 

East.   Roll a 6d dice: 1-3 West, 4-6 East.  Tom joins the group going East.  

 

West: Part of the underground network served as an abandoned dungeon for renegade wizards in 

the old days.  Upon arrival to the old prison, you notice that the chamber is very hot.  There 

seems to be an eerie orange glow coming from between the brick walls and floors. Then, 

appearing out of nowhere, a large fire demon appears, armed with a whip.  The demon seems to 

be made of flames, and its whip glows like a chain of bright hot coals. He stands in the middle of 

the hallway, preparing an attack. You already begin initiating an attack.   Roll a d6 dice.  Several 
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other demons materialize coming from within the walls.  You then cast an enchantment spell to 

repel other demons from the tunnels. Roll a d6 dice.    

 

You and your companions escape from this underground area, however the remaining Demons 

are now chasing you.   

 

East: In the East side, the party notices the walls shaking, as if something large was pounding 

the walls.  Tom Feraleyes finds a hidden door to go through, and investigate further. You pull out 

your crystal and point your finger to create a light at the end of it, to see what’s inside the 

chamber.  You hear a low guttural voice saying something in an unknown language.  Use your 

(INT) Attribute to determine the language (GM decides).   The creature appears into the light, 

and it’s a giant Troll, tied with a chain around its neck and full of rage.  

 

The Troll has been chained there since the old days of the dungeon, and was never released.  Its 

power and negative magic have been growing.  This type of troll is huge, and is armed with a 

spiked club.  These creatures have a low intelligence, however they are physically powerful and 

can throw large rocks. The Troll was in a crouched position in the corner of the dungeon; it is 

now getting up, making a loud roaring and growling sound.  He seems to be guarding something 

inside the tunnels.  It lunges at you and Tom in an attack; you need a quick defense using a 

weapon or power of your choice, roll a d6 dice.  

 

 

EPILOGUE 

 

You have reunited with your other companions and Tom Feraleyes is now behind you.  You are 

now back in the corridors of the tunnels.  As you head out towards the exit of the underground 

tunnels, Tom Feraleyes points out that the air seems lighter in the tunnels and the strange wailing 

noises have stopped.  Your party makes its way back to the clocktower above, as the dawn is 

rising over the university.  Magical lamp posts are turning off on their own and folding their 

lanterns like glowing flowers.  Butterflies are flying around as your team walks towards the arch 

on the side of the building.  There seems to be no more foul odours, only the chirping of birds, 

which was not heard over the capitol of the university in a very long time.  

 

You and Tom enter the clocktower; other officials wait for you inside, from the Arguro 

Guardship and the Order of Wizards of Eriozar.  They tell you that the demonic force has left, 

however the Hooded figure may return as he is the perpetrator of all these events.  Wizards are 

monitoring his whereabouts through various portals across the city where he may have come 

from.  He may also have an accomplice.  The darkness resists the Light.  You are thanked and 

awarded for your magical assistance and support. 
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INDEX - Spellcaster  

 

 

Non-Player Characters (NPC)  

 

Tom Feraleyes, Wizard (22 XP) 

Strength  1 Move 10 

Dexterity 2 Agility  12 

Resilience 2 Health 12 

Intelligence 3 Initiative 15 

Charisma 3 Spirit 15 

Skills: Arcane Lore, power or spell, locks 

and traps 

 

 
 

 

Regis Potholder, Tavern Keeper (18 XP) 

Strength  2 Move 12 

Dexterity 3 Agility  15 

Resilience 2 Health 12 

Intelligence 2 Initiative 12 

Charisma 1 Spirit 10 

Skills: Memory, observation  

 

 

 

Madame Pavonov, Witch (19 XP) 

Strength  1 Move 10 

Dexterity 3 Agility  15 

Resilience 1 Health 10 

Intelligence 3 Initiative 15 

Charisma 2 Spirit 12 

Skills: Potions, power or spell 

 

 

 
 

 

Hooded Figure (19 XP) 

Strength  1 Move 10 

Dexterity 2 Agility 12 

Resilience 1 Health 10 

Intelligence 3 Initiative 15 

Charisma 3 Spirit 15 

Skills: Unarmed Strike, underworld 
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Demon, Giant (14 XP) 

Strength  1 Move 10 

Dexterity 1 Agility  10 

Resilience 3 Health 15 

Intelligence 1 Initiative 10 

Charisma 2 Spirit 12 

Skills: Arcane Lore, intimidation, command 

 

 
 

 

 

Demon, Common (8 XP) 

Strength  0 Move 10 

Dexterity 1 Agility  10 

Resilience 1 Health 10 

Intelligence 2 Initiative 12 

Charisma 1 Spirit 10 

Skills: Intimidation/Fear, unlife 
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Giant Troll (16 XP) 

Strength  3 Move 15 

Dexterity 1 Agility 10  

Resilience 3 Health 15 

Intelligence 1 Initiative 10 

Charisma 0 Spirit 10 

Skills: Heavy lifting, grappling 

 

 
 

 

Giant Rat (13 XP) 

Strength  3 Move 15 

Dexterity 1 Agility  10 

Resilience 2 Health 12 

Intelligence 0 Initiative 10 

Charisma 1 Spirit 10 

Skills: Intimidation/Fear, night vision 
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Spells and Powers 

 

 

Blunt Force (Self Defense) 

DIF: 3; Casting Time: one round 

Duration: instant – can project the assailant 

back from a distance.  

 

Fire Spell, Spark 

DIF: 1; Casting Time: one round 

Duration: a few seconds – provides 

temporary lighting. 

 

 

Light Spell 

DIF: 2; Casting Time: 1 minute 

Duration: 10 minutes – this spell makes 

objects glow like a magical light bulb.   

 

Transfiguration 

DIF: 4; Casting Time: 1 minute 

Duration: This spell changes matter into 

another form. The spell wears off after an 

hour. 

 

Enchantment, Exorcism 

DIF: 2; Casting Time: 1 minute 

Duration: 1 hour – if successful, the 

attacking entity is fully subdued from the 

premises or person.  

  

 

Magical Protection  

DIF: 4; Casting Time: 90 seconds  

Duration: several hours – wards off intruders 

and unwelcome presences.   

 

 

Symbol Interpretation  

DIF: 0; Casting Time: 1 minute 

Duration: instant  

 

 

Detect Magic 

DIF: 0; Casting Time: 1 minute 

Duration: instant  

 

   

Deflect Dark Energy  

DIF: 1; Casting Time: 1 minute 

Duration: 10 minutes – This spell acts as a 

shield against invisible or psychic attacks.   

 

 

Poison Antidote Spell  

DIF: 3; Casting Time: 1 minute 

Duration: This spell works with or without a 

potion. The effect wears off after 30 

minutes.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sabine Blais 

December 21, 2020 

Magicus Games 
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SKILLS AND ATTRIBUTES 

 

 

STRENGTH 

Assassination 

Athletics 

Heavy Lifting 

Multistrike 

Speed  

Unarmed Strike 

 

 

 

DEXTERITY 

Cover 

Driving 

Grappling 

Marksmanship 

Piloting 

Riding 

Sailing 

Sleigh-of-Hand 

Stealth 

Sworn Enemy 

Team Tactics 

Weapon Mastery 

 

 

RESILIENCE 

Aquatic 

Armored Combat 

Balance 

Charge Endurance 

Magical Barrier  

Mighty Blow 

Resistance 

Second Wind 

Steadiness 

Strength 

Unlife 
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INTELLIGENCE 

 

Appraisal  

Arcane Lore 

Background 

Criminology 

Fixing 

Heavy Weapon 

Intuition 

Languages 

Locks and Traps 

Medicine  

Memory 

Nightvision 

Observation 

Potions 

Power or Spell 

Psychology 

Research 

Senses 

Sixth Sense 

Survival  

Surgery 

Surveillance 

Trivia  

Underworld 

 

 

 

 

CHARISMA 

 

Animal Handling 

Art 

Bargaining 

Battle Rage` 

Command 

Focus 

Followers 

Impersonation 

Intimidation/Fear 

Luck 

Oratory 

Persuasion 

Politics 

Reputation 
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Street Smarts 

Trickery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Magicus Games  

December 2020 
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CHARACTER CLASSES 

Magicus 

 

 

Barbarian 

Use the criminal background for info.  Armour class: 6. 

 

Fighter 

Use the soldier background for info.  Armour class: 6. 

 

Pagan-like 

Use the herbalist background for info.  Armour class: 1. 

 

Sorcerer 

Use the gothic background for info.  Armour class: 3. 

 

Troubadour 

Use the entertainer background for info.  Armour class: 1. 

 

Wizard  

Use the sage background for info.  Armour class: 1. 

 

 

 

 

Backgrounds:  

 

Criminal  

 

Characters with a criminal background are rogues, thieves, barbarians, pirates, assassins or 

criminals escaping justice or prison time.  They may be wanted by authorities and may have a 

reward for their capture or death.   They are skilled with weapons and are masters of stealth. 

Choose three of the following pieces of equipment; add these to your character sheet: 

 

Knife, rope, ice pick, short sword, hooded cloak, pair of gloves, waterproof boots.    

 

 

Soldier  

 

Soldiers are fighters who are trained at warfare and weaponry.  They are masters of fencing, 

archery, grappling techniques and are physically robust.  This group includes knights, 

mercenaries, soldiers, guards and bodyguards. Choose three of the following pieces of 

equipment; add these to your character sheet: 

 

Pocket knife, matches, gourd of water, small tent, longsword, bow and arrows, map. 
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Herbalist  

 

Herbalists are close to nature and include healers, witches, druids, elemental beings and fairy 

beings.  They have knowledge of magic and the arcane, and rely on different herbs and potions 

recipes.  They also have knowledge of trees and create magical instruments such as wands. 

Choose three of the following pieces of equipment; add these to your character sheet: 

 

Sachet of herbs, broom, wand, healing ointment, amethyst crystal, candle, energy potion.   

 

  

Gothic 

 

These characters are in the realm of sorcerers and practitioners of deep magic.  This class of 

wizards are highly powerful and knowledgeable of magic and secret knowledge.  They are also 

very adept at mediumship, communicating with the afterlife and summoning the underworld.   

Their magic is powerful and can be lethal.  Choose three of the following pieces of equipment; 

add these to your character sheet: 

 

Athame, crystal ball, pentagram, longsword, light crossbow, candle, magical symbol.    

 

 

Entertainer  

 

Entertainers include musicians, jugglers, acrobats, poets, artists and actors.  This class has a 

strong affinity with theatre, circuses, and poetry.  This group uses magic in the form of illusions, 

trickery, hypnosis and charms.  Choose three of the following pieces of equipment; add these to 

your character sheet: 

 

Musical instrument, quill + bottle of ink, parchment paper, sachet of gold coins, long cloak, 

designer hat, deck of cards.    

   

 

Sage  

 

This is the background of wizards and magicians.  These mages have a high knowledge of spells 

and keep a written record of their magic in books.  They like study, writing and teaching their 

art.   Wizards are wise and have a high intelligence at problem-solving.  Choose three of the 

following pieces of equipment; add these to your character sheet: 

 

Wand, staff, sword, quill + bottle of ink, parchment paper, flask of healing potion, set of runes, 

spell book. 
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Races: 

 

*Humanoid:  

 

Dwarf 

Elemental  

Elf 

Fairy 

Giant 

Gnome 

Goblin 

Human 

Mage 

Troll  

 

 

*Non-Humanoid: 

 

Beast (magical) 

Beast (non-magical)  

Dragon  

Entity 

Ooze  

Plant  

Shapeshifter  

 

 

Hybrid Creatures: 

 

Centaur 

Mermaid  

Sphynx  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Armour Classes (AC): 

 

Light Armour: Add Resilience (RES) Attribute + 1 

 

Medium Armour: Add Resilience (RES) Attribute + 2 

 

Heavy Armour: Add Resilience (RES) Attribute + 3  

 

*Natural Armour of a Creature to be determined.  

 

 

 

Difficulty Class (DC):  They range from 1 (effortless) to 6 (almost impossible).  Add DIF to a 

die roll for actions that have a chance of failure.    
 


